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by C. John Ferreri

One of the most rewarding moments in collecting U.S.
obsolete or broken bank notes occurs when the collector
locates a bank note bearing a vignette of such local
significance as the one pictured here.

The engraved scene on this $3.00 note of 1862 issued
by the Barnstable Bank depicts the main street in
Yarmouth (now Yarmouthport), Cape Cod,
Massachusetts, with the stage coach approaching from
the easterly direction and about to pass in front of the
bank on the right and the "Gingerbread House" on the
left.

Nearly 125 years have passed since the vignette for this
note was engraved but some of the structures depicted on
it remain today. The bank building was torn down some

years ago, but the Gingerbread House remains and
appears today much as shown in the vignette.

The House was built as a private home in 1840 and later
turned into an inn. It eventually was bought by William
and Rosetta Chalpara and their three sons, Peter, Sabino
and Costa. The Chalparas are Greek but migrated from
Istanbul. The arrived in the U.S. in 1960. "Bill" found
employment as a cabinet maker and "Rose" as a cook.
They worked at those trades for some time before
purchasing the House, restoring it and transforming it
into the fine Greek restaurant "Myconos".

It is interesting to note that on the back of the
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"Myconos" bill of fare appears a brief history of the
House and an engraving identical to that on the bank
note. According to Mr. Chalpara, the engraving was
obtained from an old map of the Town of Barnstable.

What other scenes as quaint and historic are waiting to
be revisited? Probably more than one would expect. One
the New England broken bank note issues alone are found
well over a hundred similar contemporary scenes that are
just waiting for a visit by some inquisitive syngraphist. I
know I can hardly wait to make my next visit to some
unsuspecting scene where perhaps one of the famous
bank note engravers of a bygone era took great pains to
sketch a subject which was later to become part of a
circulating bank note and still later an integral part of
some proud syngraphist's obsolete or broken bank note
collection.

RUSSIA'S PAPER MONEY
Continued from page 207

are repetitions of the numbers on notes issued by the
former governments. The new notes further bear the fac-
simile signature of the former Director of the Bank of
State, though he was dismissed when the Bolsheviks seiz-
ed power, and in this respect one may consider them
forgeries. But as no one can distnguish them from "Czar
notes" and "Duma notes" printed by the former govern-
ments, there is no difference in value at home or abroad.
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objection to issuing local money in Russia in order to re-
lieve the chronic currency famines is that such local
money drive "Duma notes" out of circulation as "Duma
notes" have driven "Czar notes," and "Czar notes" have
driven gold coins.

The "Czar notes" and "Duma notes" printed from the
old plates by the Bolsheviks bear numbers, but no outsid-
er knows whether these numbers are new or whether they

COLIN NARBETH BECOMES DIRECTOR OF
STANLEY GIBBONS

Pioneer bank note collector and author Colin Narbeth
has been named a director of Stanley Gibbons
International, Limited. He joined the firm in 1970 as
managing director of Stanley Gibbons Currency, Limited
and set up the bank note dealing division. Since then he
has been responsible for the company's expansion into
coins, medals, playing cards and, most recently, stocks
and bonds.

NEW CHECK PROTECTION SCHEME
The Burroughs Corporation, in its first quarter 1978

"Shareholder News", announced that its dividend checks
are now printed on the firm's new Super-Safety II check
stock. This stock, available exclusively from Burroughs,
is designed to prevent color copier reproduction of
negotiable items such as checks and money orders. Super-
Safety II checks cannot be duplicated on a color copier
without the word "VOID" appearing on the fraudulent
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